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on my driver's side floor board. While I am in the car, I do not see the water coming into the car
anywhere. I do have a sunroof and read something about the drain line from a sunroof can leak

onto the floor board. Do u think this is the problem? How do I fix it? JP answered 5 years ago.
The driver side drain tube runs down the inside of the left pillar. You need to remove the pillar
trim and the left kick panel to get at it. If you are removing the tube you need to tie a long string
to the upper end in the A pillar and then pull it down into the kick panel area of the car. The
drain tubes are fastened to the 4 corners of the Moonroof tray and can be accessed from inside
and outside the vehicle with the moon roof open. I have detailed instructions on the entire set
up but am trying to figure out how to copy them so I can paste them or send them. You
sometimes can by using a length of something long enough and flexible enough to work
through the tubing, but you do have to be careful because you can actually hit the clog or a
tubing joint connector and push the sections of tubing apart causing a bigger headache. I really
wouldn't suspect a clogged tube, because if it were, then the water would most likely back up in
the tubing and then spill inside the car over your head somewhere around the sunroof privacy
panel. I would more suspect that the tube has disconnected from the roof drain pan nipple, or
has split inside the pillar or kick panel, or that the tubing has multiple parts joined by connector
somewhere along the length and has come apart. JP answered 4 years ago. If the drip tubes
from the sunroof drain pan, which run down through the A pillars of the roof, disconnect from
the pan nipples or at a connector joint, they can most certainly put water into the passenger
compartment and the trunk. Josh answered 2 years ago. If it is in the floorboard, it could also be
clogged drains at the base of the windshield. The water then runs in through the cabin air filter. I
was searching for an easier way to fix that problem. What I did was remove both windshield
wipers the whole wiper, not just the blades. Then I removed the 5 plastic snaps that hold the
large piece of plastic at the base of the windshield. Now I could reach in and scoop out the crud
plugging the drains on each side of the car just in front of the windshield. I put everything back
together then and the leaking stopped. GuruW8GFG answered 2 years ago. Josh -- there are two
small panels I popped off of the larger plastic piece under the windshield wipers. I didn't see
any debris when I looked through those. Would the crud be obvious or do I need to go ahead
and remove that whole plastic piece? So what happens if I block the drain holes at the top? I
end up with a puddle on the floor of the back seat drivers side when it rains. I tarped off the top
of the car until today's rain passes and I still have a smaller puddle. Not sure what that's about.
Rain that hadn't finished leaking out before I put the tarp on? But if we ever see sunshine again
here, what if I put silicone or something at the top of the system, at the drain holes by the
window? Assuming I can find them and it ever stops raining. I don't ever open the sunroof and
don't care if it works that way. Moussmouss1 answered 2 years ago. Folks, folks, sunroof is the
least cause. Mercedes Benz, the best or nothing. Marlvel answered about a year ago. Forrest
Cathie answered about a year ago. See picture. Dave answered 7 months ago. I'm having some
water issues inside the drivers compartment on the passenger side with what I believe is from
the evaporator the last couple of days. I have a Honda Accord and the service manager from the
local Honda dealership is telling me that the ac drain is most likely the culprit of being clogged.
The technician told me to remove the carpet from the passenger floor to access the drain tube.
Easier said than done. Can anyone help me locate this drain tube or tell me successfully how to
remove the carpet without pulling all the plastic out. The frames serial number access door is
there as well along with some water at the bottom of the floor pan. Thanks in advance. Shoaib
answered 7 months ago. I have the same problem with my Honda accord Dave did you find any
solution? First off I would like to say Hello to everyone here. Secondly I am having the same
problem as the rest of you all. I have a Honda Accord Ex Sedan my problem is with the interior
floor on the passenger's side and underneath the passenger's seat. It's weird because it doesn't
get wet every time it rains, but then sometimes when it rains I have sucked out gallons of water
with my carpet cleaner. I thought the rain was getting in from the windshield so I sealed up it up
with new weather stripping and water still found its way inside. I hadn't even thought of
checking of the drain plugs until now. I hope I'm able to put an end to this problem by following
the advice I found on this site. I am so happy I found this site and a special Thanks to all of you
that took your time to help out and answer these questions. Thanks again and stay safe out
there during these crazy times!!! I do have a sunroof and read something about th Water
accumulates under driver side floor board. Air conditioner is not on. I have an 03 Honda Accord
Lx. I took it to a shop and had them look at it because the air was blowing hot. He advised that
my compressor was fine, and it probably just needed to be charged up. I just bought a Honda
Civic and it has been raining l notice the floor is wet. What could l do about it? I parked my car
went in side my house. Water level fine no over heat. I think it might be I have a different car.
Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Water on drivers side floor board after a rain.. Report Follow. Mark helpful.

Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Honda Accord
question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Honda
Accord Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For
Sale. Used Cars For Sale. This is a 3. He had an attitude to start with and told me to wait even
though I had an appointment. After over an hour I was told it was the battery. Had battery after
their diagnostics testing, so I was like, after 3. I was confused, the message indicated to check
the charging system. Since it was Saturday had to wait till Monday. Took the car back and
service advisor told me since I have an aftermarket car starter installed from another dealer, he
was not able to diagnose the issue. I thought this was strange since they had diagnosed the car
on my previous message. At this time I realized service advisor was being an ASS, with all the
tools at the dealership Keeler Honda had no way of diagnosing the issue accurately in ?!!! This
was my second New Honda with electrical issue and am not a fan of the brand. Always thought
of Honda as a dependable vehicle not in my case with 2 New Vehicles electrical issues
occurring within 4 years of ownership. The "Battery Charging Problem" light came on at around
miles. It would occur from time to time. It needed its first trip to the dealer so I scheduled that
routine maintenance and listed this as an issue. When I picked the car up they had changed the
oil, filter, rotated the tires So I keep driving the car. And that light will come on and stay on. I've
been on mile trips where it stays on the entire time. When I turn off the car, the next time I start
it sometimes that light comes on again right away. Sometimes it does not. It might be a day, a
week, or a month, but then it will just light up. It always seems to come on immediately upon
starting. Most times it will light after I have taken a short trip to run an errand, left the car parked
for less than 5 minutes and then when I start it, there it is, shining away. So, I have taken the car
to my mechanic for the 10, and the 15, and now the 20, oil change. Each time I ask them to
"Check the battery" explaining that the damn warning light will occasionally illuminate. They
have found no problem. They have suggested that the next time the light comes on, if I am in
the area, to bring in the car and keep it running and they will try to put on their diagnostic
equipment while the light is still shining. So, the fear is that there is some real problem and I will
be ignoring it and it will be the wee hours of the morning on a busy interstate and finally the
damn battery will drain completely and I won't be able to get to the side of the road and the 18
wheeler that has been trailing me will come barreling up and hit me in the rear and since it is
doing 75 miles an hour it will basically roll completely over my car with me inside and I will be
crushed to death. On the other hand, I hope the damn thing comes on when I am close to my
mechanic so that they can take a look when the light is actually on; fix the problem; and I can
drive care free. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 2
reports Get free help with your lemon! Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site
for this Accord problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Honda mechanic Read reviews of repair
shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.
Honda Accord dashboard lights ensure your safety and help provide the professional care your
car needs, but only if you know what each symbol means. Dashboard lights play an important
role in the safe operation of your vehicle. Each vehicle comes with its own set of dashboard
lights. While many models do feature similar iconography, they are not all the same. There are
two types of dashboard symbols you can see in the Honda Accord. The first are warning lights.
Honda Accord warning lights can be red or yellow, and they let you know when certain parts
under the hood are severely damaged or malfunctioning. Here are some of the warning lights
you may see in your Honda Accord:. These warning lights serve as the first sign of severe
problems under the hood. Schedule a service appointment and have your car repaired as soon
as you see any of the dashboard lights listed above. This will prevent performance issues, as
well as more expensive repairs later. These symbols tell you when a certain feature is being
used or when your car needs minor maintenance. A few common Honda Accord indicator lights
include:. If a warning light appears on your dashboard, it may be a good time to bring your
vehicle in to our service center. Here
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, our professionally trained technicians can properly diagnose the problem and get your
Accord back in tip-top shape. Upon inspection of your vehicle, our technicians will perform any
necessary repairs or replacements, so you can get back on the road safe and sound.
Furthermore, scheduling an appointment with our service center is super easy! Honda Accord
dashboard lights are designed to help you better understand the condition of your car and when

it needs professional services. Dashboard lights should never be ignored. Our experts will
diagnose the problem and conduct all necessary repairs to keep your car performing at its best.
Look for this link on your favorites: Save. Honda Accord Dashboard Light Guide Honda Accord
dashboard lights ensure your safety and help provide the professional care your car needs, but
only if you know what each symbol means. Schedule Service. Service Specials. Service Center.
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